Kitta Bet News
A Peek at our Week
30th November 2018
Our Learning This Week
We have had a brilliant week in Kitta Bet preparing for Chanukah! The children have helped create our
very own Chanukah door for Mrs Field to judge at the end of next week and thought about why Chanukah
is special to them. Kitta Bet have been learning about Florence Nightingale. We have been comparing
Victorian nurses to nurses from now giving reasons. We have learnt that Florence was very important and
without her, hospitals would not be as good as they are today. She put into place ways to keep hospitals
clean and safe. The children also acted out a Victorian hospital and got into character as Florence, writing
a letter home to their parents about the terrible conditions in hospitals and what they were doing to
make a change.
Literacy
In Literacy, we have been adapting the story of Orion and the Dark. In order to plan our new story, Kitta
Bet have thought of their own setting, character and fear for Orion. They have been using adjectives and
expanded noun phrases to describe each new idea. The children have drawn out a story map using pictures.
They will be using this to learn their story verbally first before writing it next week.
Maths
This week in Maths we have been exploring standard and non-standard units of measure using metre
rulers and cubes. The children have been making estimations about the length of different classroom
objects and then measuring them carefully to check if their estimations were accurate. Kitta Bet have
been using the signs < > and = to compare their measurements.

Kitta Bet Notices
Book changing has been changed to Monday and Wednesday.
If you would like to take home Custard our guinea pig please sign up in the school office.

